
 

 
This month we’ve got a slice of main story content to finish off the sublevel two storyline, 
and we’ve also got some juicy new townhall content for you to enjoy with one hand! 
 
The public version of 0.14.0 includes everything listed below except anything marked 
with (0.15.0) 

Content Guide (0.15.0) 
Townhall 
Get 350 perversion and talk to the man at the bottom right of the inside of the townhall until you 
reach the new scenes. 
Main Story 
Talk to Rida in her tent to continue the sublevel two storyline. 

Known Issues 
1. Entering a Nudity Zone (like Jenna’s room, or the changing booth in the Gear 

Shop), taking your badge off, leaving the Nudity Zone, and trying to exit the 
building will cause you to be unable to leave the building until you put the badge 
back on.  
Workaround: Just put your badge back on to be able to leave the building. 

2. Animated CGs can look strange or break when trying to quickly skip through 
dialogue. 
Workaround: Don’t press the skip button or advance quickly through dialogue and the 
animation shouldn’t break. 

3. Throb appears as a white box whenever he is displayed. 
Workaround: Open the console and type GiveDefaultInventory Throb 



 

Changelog 
- Added main story content that includes a new CG and h-scene to go with it! (0.15.0) 
- Added three new townhall events that feature a new character sprite, a new fully 

animated CG, and multiple new non-animated CG sets. (0.15.0) 
- Added a few interactions to people in Carceburg when naked. 
- Added new tileset for the abandoned house and fourth Floria flashback scene. 
- Added new replacement CG set to replace the old CGs of the Leath Circle Jerk scene 

from the prologue. 
- Added Vibrodash ability to Jenna in the flashbacks. 
- Modified loading screen backgrounds to be slightly animated (massive gameplay 

change). 
- Modified Unity version to 2019.2.0f1, updated Playmaker and A*Pathfinding. 
- Modified character movement in combat for much faster movement speeds so combat 

can be less sluggish. 
- Fixed Wildfire bad-end accidentally autosaving, causing the gameover continue button 

to loop you back to the end of the bad-end. 
- Fixed gameover screen causing your pause menu to be unopenable until the game is 

restarted. 
- Fixed gear shop owner not noticing if your equipment is damaged. 
- Fixed bug that gets you stuck in the prostitution room after the last scene. 
- Fixed bug that causes you to not get your items back when (saving > closing game > 

loading) after items were taken away (Fiend Hub and Bartending). 
- Fixed bug that can cause some dialogues to break when they end. 
- Fixed Gear Shop owner not wanting to talk to Jenna when she has cum on her. 
- Fixed Oozer explosion effect disappearing too fast. 
- Fixed bug with barmixing recipebook text sometimes not showing on some resolutions. 


